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‘Double Up for DASCH’ allows
donors to double their
contributions to help people with
intellectual disabilities
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Founded in 1974, DASCH
m ig ht b e t h e m o s t w e l l known non-profit organization in Winnipeg today.
It operates more than 50
homes caring for over 700 clients living with intellectual
disabilities. Its positive influence on the lives of its clients,
their families, and Winnipeg
as a whole is undeniable.
Now, after a $1 million
donation from one of Winnipeg’s most prominent families, DASCH has the chance
to broaden its impact even
further.
But to reach as far as it can,
the rest of Winnipeg will need
to step up.
“We felt it was time to
show our support in a way
that would be a step-change
for DASCH,” says Peter Jessiman, director of the Jessiman
Foundation and co-owner of
Bison Transport with his sister Heather Partridge. “We
hope this donation will spur
on others like it and raise the
profile of DASCH in the community.”
This unprecedented funding kicked off the “Double
Up for DASCH” campaign,
which will match every further donation to DASCH dollar-for-dollar up to $2 million
in total funding for the organization.
That money will be used,
in part, as seed funding to
realize a long-held dream of
DASCH: a new building that
will be unlike anything in

every DASCH employee. In a
broader context, DASCH has
proven unequivocally that
people with intellectual disabilities can safely and successfully live in the community as opposed to the tragic
old model of living in institutions.”

The Jessiman Foundation presents DASCH with a $1 million cheque. (From left to
right) Nancy Jessiman, Don Streuber, Karen Fonseth, Peter Jessiman, Dana Jessiman,
Glen MacAngus and Daria Zmiyiwsky.
Canada.
“We’re going to call it our
DASCH Abilities Centre,” says
DASCH CEO Karen Fonseth,
“It will bring together members of our community, our
social enterprise store, a gymnasium and a restaurant that
will be staffed by our clients.
It will allow us to connect
with Winnipeg on a whole
new level by facilitating
engagement the general community can have with people
with intellectual disabilities.
This Centre will serve as a
community centre-type facility that will help DASCH clients and their families gather
in one central place for many

of the programs and services
we provide,” said Fonseth.
The Jessiman Foundation’s latest donation to
DASCH grabbed recent headlines, but the connection
between the two goes back
years. The Jessiman Foundation first became involved
with DASCH back in 1993,
when Duncan and Judy Jessiman—Peter’s parents and
the creators of the Foundation—became aware of
DASCH when searching for
care options for their daughter Nancy.
The Jessimans were
i n t r i g u e d b y D A S C H ’s
approach to caring for people

with intellectual disabilities,
like Nancy. DASCH, which
stands for “direct action
in support of community
homes,” believes its clients
ought to live right in the middle of their communities—
not sequestered off in institutions. The Jessimans decided
to involve DASCH in Nancy’s
care.
“S e e i n g h e r g r o w a n d
learn in a DASCH environment, and seeing the level
of professionalism throughout the organization has
impressed us greatly,” says
Peter. “It’s hard to overstate
the level of personal commitment you see from each and

It’s hard to
overstate
the level of
personal
commitment
you see from
each and
every DASCH
employee
The Jessimans were soon so
convinced of DASCH’s positive impact that they became
some of its most reliable
donors and passionate evangelists.
“We really believe they
have become the preeminent
provider of support for individuals living with intellectual disabilities in this community,” says Jessiman. “We’d
like to see the DASCH model
become the standard of care
not only in Manitoba but
across Canada.”
The support of the Jessimans has made a significant
difference to DASCH over the
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years, says Fonseth, in ways
that go beyond their donations. “I call them our ‘first’
family,” she says. “They are
one of the vital support legs
of this organization. The credibility and respect they have
in the community opens
doors for us. When you can
say ‘the Jessimans and Bison
Transport support us,’ it gets
your letters opened and your
phone calls returned. Ultimately, their support means
everything to us.”
Fonseth hopes the “Double
up for DASCH” campaign will
secure a base level of funds
that can grow into the multiple
millions needed to fund the
new ‘DASCH Abilities Centre.’
“We’re in talks right now
with a few developers regarding the best way for DASCH
to move forward and then
we will begin to develop our
budget and detailed action
plans for the centre project.
We’ll be seeking not only
financial support from government, the business community and social services
sector, but also in-kind donations,” she said. “We’ll need
everyone’s help to make this
dream a reality.”
Jessiman, for one, is optimistic DASCH will get there.
“DASCH’s growth and success have been absolutely
phenomenal, and are the
result of many years of very
hard work,” he says. “This is
truly a made-in-Manitoba
success story.”
To donate to DASCH as part
of the Double Up campaign,
head to dasch.mb.ca.

